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Abstract The social signal (SS) of hesitation is commonly manifested through a 

multiplicity of nonverbal behavioural cues when a user is faced with a variety of 

decision choices. The aim of this study is to show that the utilization of the SS of 

hesitation in a conversational recommender system (RS) can improve the user 

quality of experience (QoE) when interacting with a video-on-demand system. An 

appropriate experimental design was modelled to detect the impact of the SS. The 

experimental scenario was a manual video-on-demand system with a 

conversational RS where the user selected one video clip among several presented 

on the screen. The system adjusted the list of the video items to be recommended 

according to the extracted SS class {hesitation, no hesitation}. To detect if the user 

was hesitating, we used hand movements, eye behaviour and time between two 

selections. Two user groups were tested to allow realistic estimation of the impact 

of the SS. In the user test group, the SS of hesitation was considered, while in the 

control group it was not. The evaluation of impact of the SS on QoE was based on 

pre- and post-interaction questionnaires. Our results showed a significant 

difference in user satisfaction with the system between those two groups, 

indicating that the use of SS of hesitation in conversational RS improves the QoE 

when the user interacts with a video-on-demand system. 

 

Keywords Social Signals  Hesitation  Human–Computer Interaction  Video-on-

Demand  Recommender System 

1 Introduction 

Social signals (SSs) have received much attention in recent years because they 

provide additional natural information about human behaviour, which offers 

important benefits in human–computer interaction (HCI) [44]. SSs are manifested 

through a multiplicity of nonverbal behavioural cues (e.g., gestures, postures, 

facial expressions), and present human reactions to current social situations. 

However, it is not clear how to utilize SSs in HCI applications, which is the major 

reason why the most systems in the HCI domain are socially ignorant. There are 

only few examples of using SSs in HCI. For example, Ferreira et al. [11] used 
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user’s SSs during interaction with a photocopier to predict the task difficulty. 

However, although the results of different studies [54-56] have shown that SS can 

provide important additional information regarding interaction between two 

people, little attention has been paid to utilization of SSs in HCI.  

In this paper, we present the experimental design for measuring the impact of a 

particular SS, hesitation, on a user’s decision when using a video-on-demand 

(VoD) system. The SS of hesitation is manifested frequently through behavioural 

cues when a user interacts with video items. The information about the produced 

SS is exploited by a recommender system (RS) to suggest relevant new videos to 

the end user. The impact of SS on the user decisions is measured based on the 

evaluation of pre- and post-interaction questionnaires of two user groups: the test 

group (SS is considered) and the control group (SS is not considered). Fisher’s 

exact test, Mann–Whitney U test and independent t-test are used to compare the 

control and test group results from the questionnaires. The results demonstrate that 

the utilization of SS in the RS yielded a significantly higher quality of experience 

(QoE), which reflects user satisfaction with the system. During user interaction 

with the VoD system, the video selection time was also measured. The results 

showed that the utilization of SS does not reduce the video selection time. 

The goals of this paper are (i) to introduce an experimental design for the 

evaluation of the impact of SS in a VoD system, (ii) to show that the use of the SS 

of hesitation in the RS can improve user’s QoE when the user is interacting with a 

VoD system, and (iii) to show that the utilization of SS in RS does not reduce 

video selection time. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 The proposed design of our solution. SS of hesitation is used as input information for 

conversational RS. If the user hesitates, the conversational RS provides diverse new items 

(function f2). If the user is not hesitating, it provides similar new items (function f1). 
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Function f3 provides video contents for the first screen (the first four videos that are 

projected on the screen when a user turns on the system). The video database contains the 

movie trailers that are played on screen  

1.1 Motivation 

The proposed methodology of our study is based on the use of the SS of hesitation 

in a VoD system as illustrated in Fig. 1. We address the usage scenario of the 

recommendation of relevant video content in a VoD system. State-of-the-art RSs 

present a solution, but they ignore the social context of the user. As such, why 

don’t we use the SSs that the user produces when he interacts with the system as 

input information for a personalized RS? It has been shown that the accuracy of 

the quality of recommendations increases when implicit signals from the user 

(affect) are included in the RS [52]. Humans naturally produce SSs in several 

verbal and nonverbal ways [56]. Based on this, we can assume that user feedback 

SS can improve the user experience and increase the user satisfaction with a 

communication service. This is the main reason to research the impact of these 

naturally user-produced behavioural cues in HCI. 

 

1.2 Why was the SS of hesitation selected?  

As mentioned previously, we measured the impact of the SS of hesitation on user 

decisions. When we observe a user’s interaction with the VoD system, several 

different behavioural cues could be observed, representing different SSs, with 

hesitation being one of them. The main reason why we use it in our design is that 

the assumption that the SS of hesitation is strongly correlated with the satisfaction 

of a user with the presented items [11]. This is then used as implicit feedback in a 

conversational RS (see Fig. 1). Conversational RS should narrow the set of 

returned items to the most relevant ones. Similar items should be selected when 

the user is not hesitating and diverse items should be selected when the user is 

hesitating (see sub-subsection 5.3.5 for details). 

1.3 Contribution of the paper 

The main contribution of this paper is a proposed experimental design for the 

evaluation of the impact of SS of hesitation on the user’s decisions during their 

interaction with a VoD system. Other contributions are: (i) a study of behavioural 

cues that are most significant for the SS of hesitation and (ii) a study of impacts on 

the QoE when the user interacts with a VoD system. 

1.4 Organization of the paper 

The remainder of this paper is summarized as follows. Section 2 provides a review 

of the related work in the field and research background, which is organized in 

subsections. Section 3 presents the problems addressed in this study, including the 

hypotheses statements. In Section 4, we describe the behavioural cues that are 

most significant for the SS of hesitation. The experimental design, the 
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experimental user scenario and additional explanations of the selected aspects of 

the experimental design that may cause reader confusion are provided in Section 

5. Section 6 describes the evaluation methods that were used, while the evaluation 

results are presented in Section 7. A discussion of the evaluation results is 

provided in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the study and provides ideas for further 

work. 

2 Research background and related work 

In this section, we present the state-of-the-art in the main domains covered in the 

proposed work to achieve our desired goal. These domains are: 

 human–computer interaction, 

 social signal processing, 

 video-on-demand systems, and 

 conversational recommender systems. 

2.1 HCI 

HCI in its basic form involves the study, planning, and design of interactions 

between people (users) and computers [17]. HCI is divided into two groups: 

simple and intelligent HCI [35]. We are interested in intelligent interaction, where 

the computer understands the meaning of the user’s message typically performed 

using speech and body gestures. Human-centred intelligence (HCI2) devices [44] 

are one of the foremost challenges of computer science [35]. The HCI2 domain 

bridges the gap between computer science and cognitive science. In the context of 

HCI2, computers must have the ability to understand the meaning and context of 

the information expressed by a user [35]. The newly emerging field of social 

signal processing (SSP) focuses on this kind of information between human and 

computer. 

 

2.2 SSP 

SSP [45, 54-56] is a research domain that aims to understand social interactions 

through machine analysis of nonverbal behaviour [56]. SSs are initiated by the 

human body and present reactions to current social situations. They are expressed 

with nonverbal behavioural cues that are grouped into five groups [55]: physical 

appearance; gestures and postures; face and eye behaviour; vocal behaviour; and 

space and environment. A SS that could be used in HCI is hesitation, which is 

considered as a kind of uncertainty when a user is faced with a variety of decision 

choices. 

The SS of hesitation is a type of micro-movement called a microslip, which is 

a nonverbal stutter during the execution of lower level action primitives [37]. 

Another psychological definition describes hesitation as the elapsing time between 

the external or internal stimulation of an organism and his, her or its internal or 

external response [39]. Hesitation can be expressed through facial expressions, 
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head movements, shoulder movements, prosody and special verbal markers such 

as eh or hm [23]. However, the ‘significant absence’ of nonverbal communication 

can also mean that a person is hesitating. 

 

2.3 VoD systems 

The VoD system presents one of the more interesting services in HCI. It enables 

users to select one video among many. In general, VoD is a system that allows 

users to select and watch the video of their choice at the time of their choice [19]. 

The VoD system structure consists of a server for storage of digitized video, a 

network for transmission of the digital video, and clients that display the video 

content through a computer or television set. VoD systems can operate in a 

streaming mode (viewed on the Internet) or in a download mode (the entire 

program is downloaded and decoded before it can be viewed via a television set). 

One possibility of how we could improve the QoE using the VoD is to take the 

user’s SSs into account. These SSs can be used as input information for the 

conversational RSs that choose the most suitable new video contents, which are 

then recommended to a user. 

 

2.4 Conversational RSs 

RSs are software tools and techniques that predict user preferences and suggest 

useful items to a user [47]. One of the most important reasons for using RS is to 

increase user satisfaction when using the system. In conversational RS [47], 

recommendations are generated based on a natural language dialog between the 

user and system. The biggest challenges of this domain of RSs are how to design 

an effective dialogue strategy between the user and system and what actions must 

be performed in the interactions between them [47]. We believe that using SSs as 

input information for conversational RSs could help increase the user satisfaction 

with the system. 

 

2.5 Related work 

To the best of our knowledge, there are no attempts to use user SSs in the VoD 

systems domain. Previous work in the SSP area focused only on analysis of social 

relations based on voice recognition and was based on corpuses of discussion 

sessions [20, 53]. However, in our research we recognized SSs that are 

significantly present with gestures, postures and face or eye behaviour. Few 

researchers have addressed the problem of action recognition in a context-aware 

environment [3, 6, 51]. Automatic detection of intra-group interaction is described 

in [6], while the spontaneous agreement and disagreement recognition approach is 

presented in [3]. The impact of mimicry on social interaction is shown in [6]. 

There were also only few attempts of using SSs in HCI [4, 35, 38]. In [4], Branco 

et al. try to infer the user’s expectations regarding task difficulty by watching them 

just before they start using a photocopier. In [11], the analysis of user activity 

during interaction with a photocopier is used to predict the task difficulty. 
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People’s hesitant hand motion is proposed as the natural modality for a robot to 

communicate uncertainty in a human–robot interaction described in [38]. One of 

the directions on how to use user SSs in HCI is also a system that allows 

interaction based on electroencephalography (EEG) signals, described in [35]. 

However, as we can see, the aspect of SSs used in HCI is relatively unexplored. 

Based on that aspect, we present a new possibility in using SSs in a VoD system, 

which can improve the interaction QoE. 

3 Problem statement and hypotheses 

The major problems addressed in this work are how to evaluate the impact of SS 

of hesitation on user satisfaction while interacting with the VoD system and to 

show that SS of hesitation is applicable to the VoD system. To the best of our 

knowledge, there are no similar attempts to evaluate the impact of SSs; therefore, 

our first addressed subproblem is how to design the experiment. Our next 

subproblem is the determination of the most significant behavioural cues that best 

describe hesitation in the context of our VoD system. Based on a study described 

in [38], we assumed that the SS of hesitation is distinct enough that it can be 

recognized in HCI. It can be described by the different types of behavioural cues 

used in [3, 51]. Finally, we address our last subproblem: the evaluation of the 

impact of SSs. In most cases where systems are evaluated, questionnaires are used 

[28-29]. Therefore, we can measure user satisfaction and system usability [29]. 

 

3.1 Hypotheses 

We tested two hypotheses to confirm or reject the impact of SS of hesitation on 

user satisfaction while interacting with a VoD system: 

 H.1: “The use of the SS of hesitation in the RS improves the QoE when the user 

interacts with a VoD system.” and 

 H.2: “The use of the SS of hesitation reduces the content-selection time.” 

With H.1, we are trying to determine the link between the SS of hesitation in a 

HCI and the user’s QoE. In our case, the QoE(u), a subjective measure of user 

experience with the system, is dependent upon two factors (ψSS and ε1). We have 

merged them into the following equation: 

( ) ( ( , ))SS 1QoEu SS u system      (1) 

where the factor ψSS represents the impact of SS expressed by the user during an 

interaction with the system and factor ε1 presents other possible causes for 

differences in QoE between the test and control user groups. The theoretical 

background for Eq. 1 is based on the statistical theory on explained and 

unexplained variance [36]. Other possible causes may include the impacts of the 

current mood of the user, current video content on screen, demographics, and user 
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movie expertise. A list of causes measured in our study is presented in subsection 

7.1. Most of them are estimated based on the user answers from the pre-interaction 

questionnaire. 

With H.2, we are trying to determine the link between the SS of hesitation in a 

HCI and the content-selection time. If SS of hesitation is considered, the user’s 

time to select video content to watch is shorter. Content-selection time is the entire 

time between the user’s first selection (from switching on the VoD system) and 

the final decision (the user selects video content to watch). However, to test this 

hypothesis we must ensure the same conditions for test and control user groups. 

Therefore, we used some assumptions described briefly in subsection 5.3. 

4 When does a user hesitate? 

The SS of hesitation is frequently expressed when users interact with and select 

video items on the VoD system. According to the experimental setup mimicking a 

real environment, only behavioural cues demonstrated through visual features 

(such as the speed of a hand movement) are applicable. This is because the system 

observes the user via a camera. To the best of our knowledge, the SS of hesitation 

has not been analysed through expressed gestures and behavioural cues. On this 

basis, we performed a preliminary test where we selected the most significant 

behavioural cues to describe the SS class {hesitation, no hesitation}. The aim of 

this test was to find a combination of a small number of behavioural cues that can 

be used in a decision model with a high recognition rate. These results were then 

used to model the application in our experimental design through which a human 

operator recognizes the user SS. 

 

4.1 Methodology for describing the SS of hesitation 

Our first task was to observe the users while they interact with our VoD system to 

obtain valuable information about the behavioural cues for both SS classes 

{hesitation, no hesitation}. Users interact with gestures to select one of four 

videos on screen recommended by conversational RS. At each step, the user 

selects only one video and, based on the selection, four new videos are displayed. 

Interaction stops when the user selects a video to watch. For our study, we used 

seven users (N=7) to interact with the VoD system. We analysed all behavioural 

cues expressed during user selection of on-screen video content. Altogether, users 

performed over 30 selections of video items, with more than four video selections 

per user until a final selection was made. An operator observed the user’s 

selections and noted each behavioural cue made. Each selection was assigned one 

SS class. Based on observations, we obtained 45 unique behavioural cues for both 

classes of SS with more than 110 occurrences in total. Obtained behavioural cues 

included facial, body and arm movements such as a head shake from side to side, 

a short arm swing away from the body, sucking of the lip, shoulder shrugs, and 

raising of the eyebrows.  
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Then we used dummy encoding [22], where only ones and zeroes are used to 

convey all the necessary information regarding behavioural cue membership. 

However, hesitation can be also measured by unusual delays in response time; 

therefore, we included time between two selections in our table of dummy 

features. We applied a logistic regression model to estimate the absence/presence 

of selected features: 

ln ,0 1 1 2 2 m m
p

F F F
1 p

       


  (2) 

where β0 is a constant, β1, β2 and βm are coefficients of the dummy features and F1, 

F2, Fm are selected dummy features. We analysed the data with SPSS software 

[21].  

We tested several other classifiers (Support vector machine, Multilayer 

perception, Naïve Bayes, and AD tree) and found that logistic regression provides 

the best accuracy (0.9099), and its balance between precision (0.8824) and recall 

(0.8333) was good.  

We applied known feature selection procedures to narrow down and identify 

the best from all 45 behavioural cues, but were not able to find a small subset to 

predict hesitation accurately enough. Therefore, we have manually preselected 12 

features that had more than one occurrence and had the largest difference between 

hesitation and no hesitation classes. After this, we used a forward selection (Wald) 

method [2] to rank features according to significance and verified the recognition 

rate for combinations of three, four and five features. On the basis of the selection 

results, we designed a logit model to decide if a user hesitates or not. 

 

4.2 Results  

We used different combinations of features to build the most reliable logit model. 

Based on the forward-selection method, we obtain the best result by combining 

the following four features: 

 user watching video content, which is then selected for a longer time (F1), 

 user makes a quick gesture when selecting video content (F2), 

 user watches all video content, but none for a longer time (F3), and 

 time between two selections (FT). 

Table 1 shows a confusion matrix for the logit model of the proposed 

combination of features. We can see that the model has reached a 91% recognition 

rate with only four selected features. 

 

 
Table 1 Confusion matrix for the logistic regression model where two SS classes are 

included {hesitation, no hesitation}. The number denotes the quantity of the classified 

examples. Overall recognition rate is shaded red 
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  Classified as  

  No hesitation Hesitation Recognition rate (%) 

True 

class 

No hesitation 71 4 94.7 

Hesitation 6 30 83.3 

    91 

 

Based on the SPSS results, we can present the logit model for the proposed 

combination of features with the following equation: 

 

( ) . . . . . ,1 2 3 Tlogit p 564 590f 126f 184f 036f       (3) 

where F1, F2 and F3 are presented with binary values {0 – not expressed, 1 – 

expressed} and FT as the absolute time between two selections in seconds. We 

decided to use binary features because human-operator interface must be 

manageable to provide real-time responses to the observed user’s SSs (the human 

operator cannot manage the interface and concentrate on the user’s interaction at 

the same time if the complexity of recognized features is too high), and because 

we simplified the complexity of the experiment to allow for interpretation of 

results. After we have a model, we can calculate the probability p that tells us if 

the user is hesitating. If p is equal or greater than 0.5, then user is hesitating, 

otherwise the user is not hesitating (p less than 0.5).  

When the time (FT) is too long, the impact of this variable on the final result of 

Eq. 3 is too big in relation to other variables, therefore we must limit it. We 

replace it by the threshold times from the variables F1, F2 and F3. If time at 

selected combinations of values F1, F2 and F3 is longer than meantime + 1.96 σ 

then mean time is used as FT. Interval Meantime + 1.96 σ represents the 

confidence interval for normal distribution of time FT where σ denotes standard 

deviation of time FT. The logit model obtained in this study is used in human-

operator interface application (see sub-subsection 5.2.1 for details). 

5 Experimental design and experimental user scenario 

In this section, we explain the testing scenario and the proposed experimental 

design for evaluation of the impact of SS on user’s QoE in detail. The user’s video 

selection is based on hand gestures and additional information about the produced 

SS, which can be present through facial expression, hand movements, and eye 

behaviour. Because automatic gesture recognition does not provide completely 

reliable results, especially not in real-time, the human operator is used to provide a 

baseline for real-time action recognition and SS extraction. 

We modelled an experimental design, which allows for the control of both 

factors in Eq. 1 to reliably estimate the contribution of ψSS to QoE. Its goal was the 

design of a fair experiment in terms of comparison between the test and control 

user groups. The test group included users whose SSs during the interaction with 
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the system had been considered. The control group comprised a comparable user 

group in size and other selected parameters such as age, place of residence, level 

of education, and sex (Table 3), whose SSs during the interaction with the system 

have not been considered. The design also includes some assumptions based on 

our preliminary work and other studies from other domains used in our work (see 

subsection 5.3 for details). We apply an independent-measures experimental 

design to ensure the feasibility of the experiment and control of the variables. 

5.1 Experimental user scenario 

The experimental user scenario consists of three events, the first includes activities 

before interaction, the second presents the interaction between the user and the 

system, and the third includes the activities after the interaction is done. All 

scenario descriptions below refer to the test user group. 

The first event takes place in room 1 (see Fig. 2) containing the monitor and 

computer. At the start, the assistant explains the scenario to the user. The user 

watches the emotionally neutral video (see sub-subsection 5.3.1) and fills in a pre-

interaction questionnaire (see sub-subsection 6.1.1). After that, the user goes into 

room 2, where a VoD system using a television screen is installed. The second 

event starts when the user indicates with a special gesture that he wishes to use the 

VoD system. The system switches on and the interaction with the system starts. 

As part of our system, the RS provides four videos—movie trailers (items) that 

are projected in parallel on the screen. The user indicates with a gesture, which of 

the four items he is mostly interested in. The system recognizes how confident the 

user is about his decision based on the SS of hesitation. If the user is not 

hesitating, the system displays three similar items (see sub-subsection 5.3.5) in 

addition to the selected item. If the user is hesitating, then the system displays four 

diverse items (see sub-subsection 5.3.5) according to the current screen. The new 

items are projected on-screen with sound feedback (see sub-subsection 5.3.3), 

which indicates how the system recognized the user’s SS. The user repeats the 

selection process until he finds the item he wants to watch. When the user 

indicates with a gesture that the final decision has been made (he selects the item 

he wants to watch), the system expands the selected item (video) to the whole 

screen and turns on the sound for the video. The user watches the selected item for 

about 20 seconds (sec). After this, the second event is completed. The third event, 

similar to the first one, takes place in room 1, where the user fills in a post-

interaction questionnaire. After he has finished, the scenario is considered 

complete. 

The scenario for the control user group is the same for all three steps. The only 

difference is how the system provides new items to the user. As we mentioned 

previously, the control group user’s SS is not considered by the system. On this 

basis, the system provides three similar items related to the initially selected item. 

The decision of the system in that case is based only on gestures for video 

selection without SS. In this particular case, the system is ‘dumb’ and always 

gives similar items, in contrast with the system where SS is considered because 
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the system is smarter and understands that sometimes, similar items are not good 

enough (i.e. the user is hesitating). 

 

 
 
Fig. 2 Experimental environment for the user scenario. Three rooms are needed: one for the 

human operator, one for user interaction with the system, and one for user activities before 

and after interacting with the system 

Fig. 2 shows the experimental environment where the user scenario takes place. It 

consists of three rooms. Room 1 contained a desktop computer with monitor; the 

users watch an emotionally neutral video and complete the questionnaires before 

and after interacting with the system. In our experiment, we used a high-definition 

(HD) monitor. Room 2 contains the user’s interaction system, consisting of a 

television (tool with which the user interacts), a computer on which the VoD user 

interface and video database are stored, Internet protocol (IP) camera (video from 

this camera is used by the human operator), HD camera (for recording user 

interaction for post-analysis), and speakers (for sound feedback). A human 

operator sits in room 3, and uses only a desktop computer and monitor on which 

the human-operator interface is installed. The human operator watches the user 

interact with the system through the IP camera and makes notes on the actions and 

SS recognized by the human-operator interface. Based on SS class {hesitation, no 

hesitation} recognized, the conversational RS recommends new items that are then 

shown on the user’s interface which is accompanied with sound feedback. 

5.2 Technical aspect of the experiment 

In this subsection, we present the technical details of equipment used in our 

experiment (see Fig. 2). We used a 32-inch Samsung LCD television. A video 

database was stored on a HP laptop (ProBook 4720s, Win 7) with 4 GB RAM, and 

also had the VoD user interface running (with an extended view onto the 

television as a second screen). The human-operator interface was running on a 
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desktop computer with 2 GB RAM. Video of the user interaction was transmitted 

through a network with an IP camera (D-Link DCS 3110) connected to the 

human-operator interface operated by a human operator. A HD camera (Logitech 

HD) recorded the same scene. These data were stored and used for post-automatic 

analysis. 

As can be seen in Fig. 2, there were two different applications needed for 

realization of the experiment: human-operator and VoD user interfaces. Both were 

run as a java file. Communication between applications was based on the HTTP 

post request method. The same method was used for communication between the 

VoD user interface and conversational RS. Functions of RS were located on a 

public server implemented in Python. 

5.2.1 Human-operator interface  

Current state-of-the-art automatic gesture-recognition algorithms [1] still provide 

errors in results. In our experiment, this could mean new uncontrolled parameters 

in an already complex experiment design. This was the main reason why a human 

operator replaced automatic gesture- and SS-recognition algorithms. Human 

operator decisions are made in real-time and reported through a human-operator 

interface. 

 
 

Fig. 3 Human-operator interface. This application is used by the human operator to note all 

recognized user gestures and behavioural cues that represent a SS class {hesitation, no 

hesitation}. Feature 1, Feature 2 and Feature 3 buttons are used for SS recognition and 

selection buttons are used for gesture recognition 

The human-operator interface (Fig. 3) consisted of various buttons through 

which the human operator reports their decisions about recognized gestures and 

SSs. In the middle of the interface is a panel showing live video from the IP 

camera recording the user. On each side of this panel are four buttons: two at the 
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top corner and two at the bottom corner. Each group of buttons representing 

gestures is linked to one video. On the basis of a video selected by the user, the 

human operator indicates which video is selected and at which step (selection or 

final selection) using these buttons. Three buttons under the panel (Feature 1, 

Feature 2, Feature 3) are used for SS recognition. The feature categories are 

selected based on our preliminary work on SS of hesitation described in Section 4. 

The human operator indicates at each selection step which of these three features 

are produced by the user. The binary values of these features {0 – not selected, 1 – 

selected} and time taken between two selections are used in a logit model (Eq. 3) 

to calculate the probability that the user is hesitating. Example: User selects the 

first video (stretch arm to the top left corner from his point of view). At first, the 

human operator by pressing the buttons indicates which SS features were 

produced by the user, and selects the button that indicates selected video. When 

this button is pressed, the logit model calculates the probability that the user is 

hesitating and provides a result to the VoD user interface connected to the 

conversational RS. The human-operator interface also contains buttons for atom 

actions and other actions recognition. Atom actions represent hand gestures 

through which the user communicates with the system. Other actions are defined 

as actions that cannot be expressed as reactions to current video content, but are 

defined as a reaction to outside influences. Atom and other actions are part of our 

further research. 

5.2.2 VoD user interface  

 
 

Fig. 4 A VoD user interface consisting of four panels displaying videos 

The VoD user interface (Fig. 4) represents the applied version of the VoD system. 

It consists of four panels where videos are playing. Each decision made by the 

human operator is provided to the user through a sound feedback interface. The 
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VoD user interface application is connected to conversational RS and the video 

database. First, it sends information received from the human-operator interface to 

RS and then uses this response to play videos sourced from the video database. 

When the user makes their final decision (a gesture that represents the video he 

wants to watch), the selected video expands to fill the whole screen and the sound 

of that video starts playing. 

 

5.3 Selected aspects in experimental design 

In this subsection, we provide some additional clarification of selected aspects of 

the experimental design that may be cause reader confusion. 

5.3.1 Role of the emotionally neutral video  

The initial mood of the users that used our system was not the same. From the 

aspect of control of our experiment, this was critical. Therefore, we attempted to 

induce neutral emotions into the users by screening a one-minute video clip at the 

beginning of the experiment before the users start interacting with the system. Our 

assumption, based on previous studies [16, 33], was that the mood state of all 

users was approximately the same after they watched this video. The video was a 

documentary clip from National Geographic and portrayed a fish at the Great 

Barrier Reef [16].     

5.3.2 Role of the human operator  

Automatic gesture recognition does not provide completely reliable results, 

especially not in real-time. This is the major reason we introduced a human 

operator to perform gesture recognition and SS extraction. Based on this 

assumption, we want to eliminate any new uncontrolled parameters in an already 

complex design. The human operator provides a baseline action recognition, SS 

extraction and system feedback to the user in real-time. Because we used simple 

hand movements, the human operator was not trained to recognize these gestures. 

However, for SS extraction, the human operator was trained to recognize these 

behavioural cues selected for our preliminary feature test (see Section 4).  

An important factor in HCI systems is responsiveness [49]. In our case system 

response time (tSR) was measured from the moment a user makes an observable 

action (gesture of selection) to the moment the user observes a result (new videos 

on screen). It consists of average human operator response time (tRavg) and code 

execution time (tCE). Based on our results tRavg was approximately 0.7 sec and tCE 

was less than 2 nsec. Given that tSR = tRavg (tRavg >> tCE), is this good enough for 

the user?  

Humans perceive duration based on comparison with expectations established 

in memory (tolerance threshold) [49]. If the perceived duration is shorter than the 

tolerance threshold, the user interprets that as fast. Conversely, if the duration is 

perceived as longer than the tolerance threshold, the user interprets the duration as 
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slow [49]. In our case, where a user interacts with the television and selects the 

video, the zapping time is the appropriate tolerance threshold. Zapping time [23] is 

referred to as total duration from the time the viewer presses the channel change 

button, to the point where the picture of the new channel is displayed on the 

television. Recommendation ITU-T G.1030 [30] states that for digital IP 

televisions, the most commonly used televisions currently, channel zapping time 

should not exceed a limit of 2 sec. A zapping time less than 1.4 sec is considered 

to provide a good user QoE [6]. Our system response times met both conditions, 

therefore we assumed there was no interruption in the user’s flow of thoughts and 

SS expression [41]. 

5.3.3 System sound feedback  

Our next assumption was that the user’s emotional response is much less 

distinctive if he does not know how their SSs and gestures are interpreted than 

when he knows. It is generally known that behaviour is coherent if the 

environment is more predictable. An unpredictable environment can lead to an 

unpleasant user experience and consequently to useless test results [18, 46]. For 

this reason, we decided on sound for system feedback to the user. We used text-to-

speech synthesis for the Slovenian language [25] with predefined sentences. The 

system played a sound to feedback when the human operator recognizes user 

gestures or SSs. The text for the test user group included: “I am offering you four 

diverse items”, “I am offering you three similar items”, and “I see you have 

chosen the item you like”. On the other hand, the texts for the control group 

included: “I am offering you three similar items” and “I see you have chosen the 

item you like”. 

 

5.3.4 Conversational RS and video database  

A conversational RS with no previous knowledge about the user is used. 

Functions getInitialItems(), getSimilarItems(), and getDiverseItems() (see sub-

subsection below) were based on selected videos from the LDOS-CoMoDa 

research dataset [32] and matrix factorization-based recommender algorithms 

[30]. However, we did not use all videos from the LDOS-CoMoDa dataset. Our 

subset contained over 300 videos (movie trailers). All the videos had the same 

display resolution (632  274) and were in the same multimedia format. The 

minimum length of a video was 60 sec. The distance between movies was 

computed in a two-dimensional space generated by the first two factors of the 

matrix-factorization algorithm presented in our previous work [43]. 

5.3.5 Video selection functions  

Based on our testing scenario (see subsection 5.1), videos were provided to the 

user according to their produced SS. The VoD system simulates an event in the 

video rental store or at home. The user wishes to get a video, but he is not sure 

which one. The support person provides him with four videos (items) and he 

expresses an opinion. If he hesitates when he selects one item from others, it 
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provides four completely new items. If he is does not hesitate when he selects one 

item from among others, the selected item remains and three similar items are 

added. The selection procedure is repeated until a final selection is made. 

Therefore, we need three video selection functions provided by conversational RS: 

 , , , (),hAhBhChD getInitialItems    (4) 

 , , , ( , , , ),hS hAhBhC getSimilarItems hS h1h2h3   (5) 

 , , , ( , , , ).hAhBhChD getDiverseItems h1h2h3h4   (6) 

Function getInitialItems (Eq. 4) provides four videos for the first screen, which 

cover the whole matrix-factorization space. Function getSimilarItems (Eq. 5) 

provides four videos that are similar to hS (selected video); one of them is hS, 

which narrows the search area. Function getDiverseItems (Eq. 6) provides four 

videos that are not similar to h1, h2, h3 and h4, which expands the search area. 

The function should diversely cover all factorized video space except those 

covered by h1, h2, h3 and h4. The distance metric measuring similarity among 

movies is based on the matrix-factorization space.  

5.3.6 Role of user gestures and SS  

In our approach, we used two types of information to manage the system: user 

gestures and SS. User gestures are used to control the system and behavioural cues 

(SS) to identify when the user hesitates when selecting the content. Based on the 

latter, the system expands or narrows the search area. Therefore, only one SS from 

two classes {hesitation, no hesitation} is transmitted about the content the user 

sees. The absence of a SS of hesitation means that the user is confident in their 

decision. In our case, this is the same as when the user does not hesitate. SS is 

used only to decide between diverse or similar new items. The user uses gesture to 

choose one video from others or makes their first decision (selects the VoD 

system) or final decision (selects the video he wants to watch). Fig. 5 presents the 

set of gestures by which the user selects the VoD system (a), chooses a video (b–

e) or makes their final decision (f). 

 
(a)   (b)   (c) 
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(d)   (e)   (f) 

 
Fig. 5 Set of gestures used by user during interaction. Gestures show the first decision (a), 

selections during interaction (b–e), and final decision (f) 

 

We chose a gesture-based user interface because we wanted to provide natural and 

intuitive HCI [27], and a way of isolating our experimental parameters (SS). Some 

advantages of the use of gestural user interface over mouse or remote controller 

user interface [50] are: (i) it uses equipment we always have on hand; (ii) it can be 

designed to work from actions that are natural, so there is almost no additional 

learning; (iii) it lowers cognitive overhead (i.e. there is no interruption of user’s 

flow of thoughts and SS expression); and (iv) it can be used at the most suitable 

distance (physical space) between the user and the system, where the user feels 

most comfortable. 

From our point of view, the most important advantage is that in a natural 

environment where gestural interaction is used, conversational activity between a 

human and the system is much more distinctive; therefore, the SSs regulate the 

flow of conversation [8]. 

5.3.7 Data tracked during the experiment  

We tracked two types of data during the experiment: user interaction and 

conversational RS output data. The first type of data includes information about 

activities and SS of the user recognized by the human operator. Information about 

input and output videos and selected functions are stored in the second type of 

data. The whole interaction between user and system is also recorded for the 

purpose of automatic gesture recognition.  

6 Evaluation methods 

To evaluate the impact of SS on user satisfaction while interacting with the VoD 

system, we compared the results of pre- and post-interaction questionnaires for the 

control and test user groups. These two user groups are tested to allow realistic 

effect size estimations of the impact of the SS. Evaluation of hypotheses (see 

subsection 3.1) based on statistical tests (Mann–Whitney U test, independent t-test 

and Fisher’s exact test). 
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6.1 Comparison between test and control user groups 

In the test user group, SS induced during interaction with the system is considered. 

In the control user group, SS is not considered. Our main task was therefore the 

determination of the size of the impact of SS on user decisions during a 

communication scenario by comparing the control and test user groups using pre- 

and post-interaction questionnaires. We measured psychometric characteristics 

such as reliability and variability. 

6.1.1 Pre-interaction questionnaire 

The pre-interaction questionnaire comprised 16 statements using a 7-point Likert 

scale [10, 14] (from completely disagree to completely agree) and one question 

where only five different replies were possible. It considered the following 

aspects: user competence about video contents (four statements); user-trusting 

propensity (four statements); user choice persistence (four statements); user 

affection towards new technologies (four statements); and possible user pattern 

preferences (one question). Most of the aspects mentioned above are discussed in 

[29]. Statistical analysis 

To estimate the data from the questionnaires, we applied the most powerful 

applicable statistical tests. According to the data type analysed, we used Fisher’s 

exact test, Mann–Whitney U test and independent t-test for independent samples 

[26]. An α-value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant, and was chosen 

because it is commonly and widely used in psychology and social science 

experiments [13].  

 

Table 2 shows the statements used in the pre-interaction questionnaire (first part of 

the table). The psychometric characteristics such as reliability and validity for 

most aspects were measured. Level of reliability was given by Cronbach’s alpha 

[9]. A value of more than 0.70 was considered acceptable [41]. To establish 

discriminant validity, there was need for an appropriate average variance extracted 

(AVE) analysis [15]. The AVE value should be at least 0.50 [15]. Based on values 

of both characteristics, we eliminated some statements from our analysis (shaded 

grey in the table). The aspect of user previous preferences is presented with only 

one statement, therefore psychometric characteristics are not measured. 

6.1.2 Post-interaction questionnaire 

The post-interaction questionnaire consists of 25 statements and questions using a 

7-point Likert scale [10, 14] except in the demographic aspect where different 

ways were used to collect data. The questionnaire considered the following 

aspects: user satisfaction with the system (six statements); system usability scale 

(eight statements); past experiences with similar systems (two statements); user 

selection time (one statement); user confidence about the accuracy of 

communication performance (one question); user satisfaction with interpreted SSs 

(one statement); user satisfaction with recommended videos (one statement); user 
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opinion about task complexity (one question); and personal and demographic 

information (six questions). The aspects of user satisfaction with system and past 

experiences with similar systems are described in [29]. In our questionnaire, we 

used eight of ten statements regarding system usability scale [5] because the 

system was not complex enough to include statements about inconsistency or 

integration of subfunctions. How to measure user confidence about the accuracy 

of communication performance is discussed in [48]. Similar to the pre-interaction 

questionnaire, all statements can be found in Table 2, which includes 

psychometric characteristics for most aspects. Some of the statements are 

eliminated from the analysis because of unacceptable values for reliability and 

validity (shaded grey in the table). Some of the aspects are presented with only 

one statement, such as perceived SS quality, therefore psychometric 

characteristics were not measured. 

6.1.3 Statistical analysis 

To estimate the data from the questionnaires, we applied the most powerful 

applicable statistical tests. According to the data type analysed, we used Fisher’s 

exact test, Mann–Whitney U test and independent t-test for independent samples 

[26]. An α-value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant, and was chosen 

because it is commonly and widely used in psychology and social science 

experiments [13].  

 
Table 2 Pre- and post-interaction questionnaire items (first column) used to measure the 

user’s personal characteristics and experience. Items (third column) are divided in different 

group aspects (second column) that are evaluated with psychometric characteristics (Psych. 

char.). Those two characteristics were Cronbach’s alpha (CA) and AVE. Statements that 

were dropped from our analysis are shaded grey. Some aspects in questionnaires are 

presented with only one statement, and therefore were not evaluated. Likewise, some 

aspects do not reach acceptable CA and AVE values, therefore psychometric characteristics 

were excluded (diagonal line) 

 Considered 

aspects 

Item Psych. 

char. 

P
r
e
-i

n
te
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u
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n

n
a
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e
 

 

Movie 
expertise 

Compared with my peers, I watch a lot of movies. (1)  

Compared with my peers, I am an expert on movies. (2) CA: 0.761 

I am a movie lover. (3) AVE: 0.633 

I only know a few movies/actors. (4)  

Disposition 

to trust 

people 

In general, people really do care about the well-being of others. (5) 

 
CA: 0.786 

AVE: 0.658 

The typical person is sincerely concerned about the problems of 

the others. (6) 

Most of the time, people care enough to try to be helpful, rather 
than just looking out for themselves. (7) 

 There are not many people you can really trust. (8) 

Choice 
persistence 

 

I am not easily satisfied with a product or service. (9)  

I waste as little time as possible comparing products/services. (10) 

When shopping. I have a hard time finding a product that I really 
love. (11) 

When I am in the living room watching television, I often cheek 

other channels to see if something better is playing even if I am 
satisfied with what I am watching. (12) 
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Familiarity 
with modern 

technologies 

Compared with my peers, I often use modern technologies or 

applications (e.g., video-on-demand service, smartphone, Android 

applications). (13) 

CA: 0.813 

AVE:0.671 

Compared with my peers, I am an expert on modern technologies 
or applications (e.g., video-on-demand service, smartphone). (14) 

I love modern technologies (e.g., smartphone, smart TV). (15) 

I only know a few modern technologies or applications (e.g. 

smartphone, smart TV, Android applications). (16) 

Previous 

preferences 

Imagine a square divided into four equal parts. Which part would 

you choose? (17) 

 

P
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User 

satisfaction 

Using the system is annoying. (1)  

 

CA: 0.903 
AVE: 0.750 

The system is useful. (2) 

Using the system makes me happy. (3) 

Overall, I am satisfied with the system. (4) 

I would recommend the system to others. (5) 

I would quickly abandon using this system. (6) 

System 

usability 

I think that I would like to use this system frequently. (7)  

 

 
 

CA: 0.706 

AVE: 0.583 

I found the system unnecessarily complex. (8) 

I thought the system was easy to use. (9) 

After initial instructions, I think that I would need the support of a 
technical person to be able to use this system. (10) 

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system 

very quickly. (11) 

I found the system very cumbersome to use. (12) 

I felt very confident using the system. (13) 

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this 

system. (14) 

Previous 

user 
experiences 

I did not use a similar system. (15) 
CA: 0.970 

AVE: 0.794 Use of this system was a completely new experience for me. (16) 

Perceived 

selection 
time 

By using the system, I came to the desired content faster. (17) 

 

Confidence 

with 

completed 
task 

Overall, how confident are you that you completed the task 

successfully? (18) 

 

Perceived SS 

quality 

Overall, the system correctly recognized my desires for choice of 

video content (the system forwarded the correct feedback sound). 
(19) 

 

Perceived 

recommenda
tion quality 

Overall, I was satisfied with the proposed video contents. (20) 

 

Perceived 

complexity 

of task 

 

Overall, how difficult or easy did you find this task. (21) 

 

User 

demographic 
information 

Sex (22)  

Age (23) 

Place of residence (24) 

Highest level of education completed (25) 
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7 Evaluation results 

The goal of this study was to show that utilization of the SS of hesitation can 

improve the user QoE when a user is interacting with a VoD system. To confirm 

or reject the impact of the SS of hesitation, we tested the two hypotheses described 

in subsection 3.1. Evaluation of experimental results was based on responses to 

pre- and post-interaction questionnaires, which were compared between control 

and test user groups. We used a sample of 28 users (N = 28), where control and 

test user groups contain the same number of users (NC = NT = 14).  

 

7.1 Potential causes for difference in QoE between control and test user groups 

To detect and eliminate the impact of other possible causes for difference in QoE 

between control and test user groups (see Eq. 1) we compared users according to: 

 basic demographic,  

 their answers to the pre-interaction questionnaire, and 

 video content provided. 

In this way, we ensured that the effect on user satisfaction regarding the 

selected content was caused by the use of the SS of hesitation during the content 

selection process and not by other differences among users in the control and test 

user groups. Table 3 presents a list of possible causes for difference in QoE 

between control and test user groups. We tested a null hypothesis on variables 

presented in the second column that are divided in five sets (first column). For 

each set, the statistical analyses are presented with a mean value for control (mean 

C) and test (mean T) groups, p-value and statistical test used.  

The first set of possible causes present basic demographics. We see that there is 

significant difference (p = 0.031) in age between both user groups. Given that the 

test user group is almost six years older than the control group, we can assume that 

the test group is not preferred. Based on studies in [34, 40], older users have more 

difficulty interacting with the system and need more time to complete the task.  

The next three sets present the categories from the pre-interaction questionnaire 

(user movie expertise, user disposition to trust people and user familiarity with 

modern technologies). There was no significant difference between both groups.  

The last set presents video content ratings. All videos in LDOS-CoMoDa 

dataset are rated (scale 1 to 5) by users that used this dataset. We used these rates 

to calculate the average of rates of all videos that were recommended to the user. 

This indicates there is significant difference (p = 0.002) between both groups. The 

average of rates was higher for the control user group, indicating that this group 

was recommended more popular and higher-rated movies. As the control group is 

not our preferred test group, this difference does not give any advantage in 

measuring the impact of SS. 

Additionally, we also tried to control the current mood of the user. At the 

beginning of the experiment, neutral emotions are induced by making the user 

watch an emotionally neutral video (see sub-subsection 5.3.1). After the user 

watched this video, the initial mood state of all users was approximately the same.  
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Table 3 Table of possible causes for difference in QoE between control and test user 

groups with results from null hypothesis testing. The first column presents the set of 

variables that were measured. Variable names are given in second column, where questions 

from the pre-interaction questionnaire are labelled with Pre_Qxx (xx denotes unique 

number of question). The third and fourth columns give the mean variable values for both 

user groups (mean C – control group, mean T – test group). P-values in the fifth column 

presents the result of null hypothesis testing with a significance level of 0.05. Rows where 

significant difference was found between groups are shaded red. In the last column, the 

tests that were used are listed (t-test, Mann–Whitney U test (MW U) or Fisher’s exact test 

(Fisher T)). There are no mean values for place of residence, level of education and sex. 

Contingency tables were given for all three variables (Tables 4–6) based on which p-values 

were measured (Fisher’s exact test)  

 

 Variable Mean C Mean T p-value Test 

Basic 

demographics 

Age 28.71 34.43 0.031 t-test 

Place   1.000 Fisher T 

Education   0.604 Fisher T 

Sex   0.596 Fisher T 

User movie 

expertise 

Pre_Q01 3.36 4.14 0.145 MW U 

Pre_Q02 3.43 4.64 0.060 MW U 

Pre_Q03 4.50 5.29 0.079 MW U 

User 

disposition to 

trust people 

Pre_Q05 5.29 5.29 0.486 MW U 

Pre_Q06 4.71 5.14 0.434 MW U 

User familiarity 

with modern 

technologies 

Pre_Q13 4.93 5.57 0.522 MW U 

Pre_Q14 4.57 5.43 0.194 MW U 

Pre_Q15 4.79 5.36 0.424 MW U 

Video content 

ratings 
Content 3.97 3.75 0.002 MW U 

 

 
Table 4 Contingency table. The relationship between user sex and group affiliation. User 

sample is divided by female and male (variable sex) and by control group (conG) or test 

group (testG) (variable group) 

 conG testG 

Female 3 1 

Male 11 13 

 

 
Table 5 Contingency table. The relationship between place of residence, and group 

affiliation. Place of residence was divided by city, suburb and village (variable place of 

residence), and users could belong to the control (conG) or test group (testG) (variable 

group) 
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 conG testG 

City 7 8 

Suburb 1 1 

Village 6 5 

 

Table 6 Contingency table. The relationship between level of education and group 

affiliation. Level of education was divided by secondary school, tertiary education 

(professional study programme), tertiary education (academic study programme) and 

master’s degree or doctorate. The second division divides users by control (conG) and test 

group (testG)  

 conG testG 

Secondary school 1 3 

Tertiary education (professional study) 2 3 

Tertiary education (academic study) 5 5 

Master degree, doctorate 6 3 

 

7.2 “The use of the SS of hesitation in the RS improves the QoE when the user 

interacts with a VoD system.” 

 

To test our first hypothesis (H.1), we used statements from the post-interaction 

questionnaire that presented user satisfaction with the system (Table 7). The first 

tested statement was “The system is useful.” (Post_Q02) and the second statement 

was “Overall, I am satisfied with the system.” (Post_Q04). Mann–Whitney U test 

was used to measure p-value. It is apparent that in both cases there exists 

significant difference (pQ02 = 0.022, pQ04 = 0.046) between user groups. The mean 

values for the test group are higher than for the control group. We can conclude 

that the test user group is more satisfied with the system and found it more useful 

than the control user group. Likewise, we can accept the null hypothesis for our 

first hypothesis (H.1), the difference in QoE between a group where the SS of 

hesitation is considered (test group) and a group where SS of hesitation is not 

considered (control group). 

 
Table 7 The results of a user satisfaction with the system (QoE measure) as compared 

between control and test groups. The null hypothesis was tested using two statements from 

the post-interaction questionnaire (Post_Q02, Post_Q04). A Mann–Whitney U test was 

used. The results are presented with mean values for both groups (mean C – control group, 

mean T – test group) and p-value (significance level: 0.05). Rows where a significant 

difference was found between groups are shaded red 

 Variable Mean C Mean T P-value 

User 

satisfaction 

Post_Q02 4.86 5.64 0.022 

Post_Q04 4.64 5.64 0.046 
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7.3 “The use of the SS of hesitation reduces the content-selection time.” 

To test our second hypothesis (H.2), we used one statement from the post-

interaction questionnaire and information about user interaction with the system. 

Table 8 presents the results of the null hypothesis testing for: 

 the statement “By using the system I came to the desired content faster.” 

included in the post questionnaire (Post_Q17), 

 the entire time of user interaction with the VoD system in seconds (Int_time), 

 the number of user selection gestures during their interaction (Num_ges), and 

 average time between two selections in seconds (Avg_Stime). 

The Mann–Whitney U test and independent t-test were used to measure p-

values. Based on p-value results, it is evident that there were no significant 

differences between groups. Furthermore, the average time of interaction 

(Int_time) was longer for the test group (mean T) than for the control group (mean 

C). Similar results were obtained for a number of gestures used in interactions 

(Num_ges), where on average, users in the test group (mean T) used almost two 

more gestures than users in the control group (mean C). However, the significant 

difference between groups for video content ratings and user age may have 

affected time of interaction and the number of user gestures. The average time 

between two selections (Avg_Stime) is shorter for the test user group (mean T) 

than in the control user group (mean C). This might indicate the possible impact of 

SS, but no statistical significance was found. Use of the SS of hesitation during the 

interaction did not reduce the content-selection time; therefore, H.2 must be 

rejected. 

 
Table 8 The results of a reduction in selection time compared between control and test 

groups. The null hypothesis was tested for four variables. The results are presented with 

mean values for both groups and p-values with a significance level of 0.05. The final 

column indicates the test used. The p-value column is shaded green as there is no 

significant difference between groups 

Variable Mean C Mean T P-value Test 

Post_Q17 5.00 4.79 0.707 MW U 

Int_time 77.46 85.80 0.557 t-test 

Num_ges 5.57 7.36 0.112 t-test 

Avg_Stime 14.41 11.89 0.151 t-test 

 

We calculated two QoE/time ratios, where QoE was presented as the mean 

value of the sum of the variables Post_Q02 and Post_Q04 from the post-

interaction questionnaire. The first ratio (ratio 1) was calculated between QoE and 

the entire time of the user interaction with the VoD system (in seconds), while the 

second ratio (ratio 2) was calculated between QoE and average time between two 

selections (in seconds). For the control group, ratio 1 was 0.080 and ratio 2 was 

0.380; for the test group ratio 1 was 0.078 and ratio 2 was 0.506. The p-value 
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results in both cases show that there was no significant difference between both 

groups for these two ratios. This is expected because the user aim is not being fast 

in his final decision but to obtain appropriate video content. 

8 Discussion 

Prior work has documented the importance of SSs in HCI [44, 55]. For 

example, Ferreira et al. [11] used user SSs produced during an interaction with a 

photocopier machine to predict the task difficulty. However, these studies have 

either been theoretical studies [54-55] without any practical results or have not 

focused on direct use of SSs in interaction as part of feedback information. In this 

study, we evaluated the impact of the SS of hesitation on user satisfaction, when 

interacting with a VoD system. Two user groups were tested to estimate the 

impact of SS of hesitation. SS during interaction was considered in the test group, 

but not in the control group. We compared groups based on responses to pre- and 

post-interaction questionnaires. We found significant difference between both 

groups in user satisfaction with the VoD system. These findings extend all 

previous theoretical studies, confirming that SS of hesitation as additional 

information in HCI has positive impact on a QoE that reflects user satisfaction 

with the system. In addition, for a reliable estimation of impact of SS on QoE, we 

also detected and eliminated other possible impacts on QoE such as basic 

demographic, user movie expertise, user familiarity with modern technologies, 

and the impacts of content and mood. This study indicates that the use of SS of 

hesitation in RS improves the QoE when users interact with a VoD system. To the 

best of our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the impact of the SS of 

hesitation on a VoD system. Our results provide compelling evidence that SS used 

as input information for RS can improve QoE. However, some other results of this 

study are worth noting. The average time of interaction is longer for the test user 

group than for the control user group. We can assume that use of SS of hesitation 

does not reduce video content-selection time. This could be because of the 

difference in average user age between groups, where users in the test group are 

almost six years older on average than users in the control group. Older users have 

more difficulty interacting with the system and need more time to complete the 

task. Although the average time of interaction is longer for the test group, the time 

between two selections is shorter for that user group, which may reflect the 

possible impact of SS. However, this may be because the older users in the test 

group needed more cycles to complete the task and became impatient. In general, 

the QoE/time ratios summarise the results of both tested hypotheses. The user’s 

aim in interacting with a VoD system is not hurry to a final decision (selection) 

but obtaining desired video content and enjoying the user experience. Therefore, 

users in the test group performed more selections and interacted with the system 

for a longer time than did those in the control group. 

There is also a limitation that must be mentioned such as other potential causes 

of impact on QoE, e.g., basic demographic, video content ratings. Future work 

should extend the focus in these causes to eliminate them as impacts on QoE. 
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9 Conclusion and future work 

The use of the SS of hesitation in a VoD system was studied. We modelled an 

experimental design and an associated experimental user scenario where users use 

gestures to select among videos on screen. Additional user-produced SS 

information was used to recommend more suitable new videos in the process of 

selection. We have identified the most significant behavioural cues that 

characterize the SS of hesitation. These cues were then used as features for SS of 

hesitation recognition. Under different assumptions, we have demonstrated that 

we can measure the impact of the SS of hesitation on user QoE during their 

interaction with a VoD system when QoE reflects user satisfaction with the 

system. We have also considered other impacts on QoE (e.g., basic demographic, 

user familiarity with modern technologies, content ratings). Our finding was that 

there was a significant difference between the user group where SS is considered 

(test) and the user group where SS was not considered (control). We expect that 

these findings can be used to design a VoD system including social context in the 

user’s home environment.  

Our future plan is to test new user groups and suggest videos randomly 

between similar and diverse items. This user group will be compared with a 

control user group where similar items are always suggested. On the basis of this 

comparison, we can obtain information regarding whether our predisposition that 

‘dumb’ system always suggests similar items to the control group is correct. 
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